**GERMAN ADVANCE ON COAST CHECKED**

Plan to Seize Channel Ports Is Balked.

OPEN COUNTRY IS REACHED

Cavalry and Infantry Favored,
Big Guns Minimized.

FRENCH SAILORS ENGAGED

Briguegades Acting as Infantry, Repel Strong Attack Near Ypres, and Also Disturbing Threat show on Eastern Wing.

BULLETS

**GIGANTIC BATTLE IMMINENT IN EAST**

Armies Already in Contact Along Vistula.

BAD ROADS INVOLVE OUTTURS

Berlin Believes Russian Advance Will Be Difficult.

FIGHT FOR BRIDGES ON BEGIN

German Troops Are Reported to Be Near Warsaw, and Musicians of Captives asanned Are Declared Thus.

**INDEX OF TODAY'S NEWS**

GERMAN TELLS HOW HE SUNK 3 BRITISH SHIPS

Small Ships Let Alone for Bigger Game.

CAREFUL AIM IS ASSURED

Torpedoes Loosed with Deberation, at Short Range.

**TRIBUTE PAID TO FOES**

British Policy Toward the Austrian Empire a Tradition—Commander's Bridge, Envoy, at Porting, Volunteers His Back in Tears.

**Tuesday's War Moves**

**SUNBRINE ATTACK COMPLETE SURPRISE**

Men of Hawke Singing When Enemy Strikes.

PERISCOPE SEEN AFTERWARD

Cutter Launched; Norwegian Makes Some Rescue.

PINNACLE IS OVERCROWDED

British Troops to be Used to Bide Annoying Gaps in Allied Line.

**FRENCH ADVANCE**

Men of Hawke Singing When Enemy Strikes.

**PERISCOPE SEEN AFTERWARD**


**PINNACLE IS OVERCROWDED**

British Troops to be Used to Bide Annoying Gaps in Allied Line.